The Tech
Sports

By Naka Minata

The varsity soccer team lost its fifth straight game on Saturday by dropping a 2-1 decision to Brandeis. This loss virtually eliminated the engineers from any chance for the Greater Boston League championship.

Brandeis opened up fast by popping in 2 goals in the first period. They got their first goal when a goal kick by the Tech goalie Rich Straff ’74 was low and was blocked at the edge of the penalty area by a Brandeis attacker, who then placed a low shot on goal. The second goal was scored shortly after a Brandeis player was interfered with by a teammate.

In the second half, the Techmen had a few good scoring opportunities, but failed to capitalize. Three good chances for goals were spoiled by some fine defense on the work by the Brandeis goalie. The lone Tech goal came on a corner kick which later came from a shot by Robin Waldron ’74.

Despite some fine defense and a goal by Carolyn Larson, the offense could not secure the victory.

Monday, the team traveled to Providence and beat Rhode Island College, 4-5. Strong goalkeeping by Dana Dickinson and a goal by Sue Giller on a tipp-in from a shot by Robin Waldron secured the victory. With their record now at 1-2-0, the team will play in last game on Wednesday, Nov. 4 on Briggs Field.

Dave Peterson moves in on Brandeis goal after taking a pass from teammate Mario Guerro (71). The booters were defeated by Brandeis 21-9.

INTERACTIVE LECTURES

COSMOLOGY
by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIT

IMPLICATIONS OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MATERIAL
by Dr. John Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

THE SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF HIGHER CELLS
by Prof. Lynn Margulis, Boston University

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

Freshmen and sophomores who are curious about the topics above are invited to use an experimental system containing these four interactive lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual listening. The lectures are unique in that they include a great many recorded answers to interesting questions, extending and deepening the discussion, and can be quickly and conveniently accessed.

If you would like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext. 2200, or write a short note to Stewart Wilton, Polaroid, 730 Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might be free and how you can be reached.

Water polo tops Brown

By Dave Schneider

On Monday, the water polo team defeated Brown at the latter’s pool by a score of 3-2. Despite a poor first half, the Tech swimmers came back strong to make the match a runaway.

The game proceeded poorly for the Techmen in the first period. The defense, having trouble entering the lane, gave the Bruins a 1-0 lead. This second quarter was only slightly better with MIT finally taking a 1-6 lead, one which they never relinquished.

In the third period, the Techmen exploded. With good defense, led by goalie Jim Roxlo, ’72, and an unbelievable offense, led by co-captain Pete Sanders ’72, the Tech squad opened the lead to 17-9 and then settled down in the final period to dominate offense and play shut-out defense. They outscored Brown 6-0 in that quarter.

Pete Sanders (25) blasts shot past goalie in Monday’s contest against Brown.

The answers extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and conveniently accessed.